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Abstract� This paper discusses problems connected with using the rough set
theory in induction of decision rules� If the input data table contains inconsisten�
cies the use of the rough set theory leads to generating certain and approximate
decision rules on the basis of approximations of decision classes� Three di�erent
approaches for inducing� minimum set� exhaustive set and satisfactory set of
rules are distinguished� In the �rst case� the set contains the smallest number
of decision rules su�cient to describe all learning examples� The exhaustive set
contains all decision rules that can be generated from the given set of exam�
ples� The third set contains only such decision rules that satisfy requirements
de�ned by the user�analyst� The paper presents di�erent algorithms that induce
all three distinguished categories of the sets of decision rules� The usefulness
of these algorithms and the sets of decision rules produced by them for either
creating classi�cation systems or performing discovery tasks is discussed� This
discussion is extended by a computational comparative study�

Keywords� Rough sets� decision rule induction� classi�cation systems� knowl�
edge discovery�

� Introduction

The rough set theory has been introduced by Z�Pawlak as a mathematical ap�
proach to deal with vagueness and uncertainty in data analysis 	
�� 
�� The
starting point of the rough set theory is an observation that objects may be
indiscernible �similar or indistinguishable� due to limited available information�
In general� one can distinguish classes of objects rather than individuals� As a
consequence of the above indiscernibility it may not be possible to specify a
set of objects in terms of available information �i�e� in terms of elementary sets
of indiscernible objects�� Therefore� the concept of the rough set is introduced
which is a set characterized by a pair of precise concepts � called the lower and
the upper approximations�

According to 	
�� the most important problems which can be solved using
the rough set concept are the following� �nding description of sets of objects
in terms of attribute values� checking dependencies �full or partial� between
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attributes� reducing attributes� analysing signi�cance of attributes� generating
decision rules�
The following paper deals with the last of above problems� i�e� with using

rough sets to induce decision rules from data sets represented in the form of
decision tables�

It must be noticed� however� that the problem of inducing decision rules
has been also extensively investigated in other �elds� In particular it refers to
Machine Learning where several e�cient algorithms have been already proposed
�see� e�g�� reviews in 	��� ��� ���� Rough sets can be used on di�erent stages of
the process of rule induction and data processing� This can be done in di�erent
ways� As a result there is no unique �rough set approach� to induction of decision
rules�
There is� however� one common aspect of using rough set theory which makes

these systems di�erent from typical machine learning systems �see� e�g� discus�
sion in 	��� ���� It consists in a special way of handling inconsistencies in the
input data� In the rough set approaches inconsistencies are not corrected or ag�
gregated� Instead the lower and upper approximations of all decision concepts
are computed� Thus� the task of rule induction from inconsistent data is reduced
to rule induction from consistent data� since both lower and upper approxima�
tions of the concept make it feasible� This is� in fact� the main step of the process
where the elements of the rough set theory are used in rule induction� As a con�
sequence of using the approximations� induced decision rules are categorized into
certain �exact� and approximate �possible� ones depending on the used lower and
upper approximations� respectively�
Nowadays� the most representative approaches and software systems �see�

e�g�� 	��� ��� ��� ��� ��� which are used in the majority of last year applications
are�

� System LERS �Learning from Examples based on Rough Sets� introduced
by Grzymala �see� e�g�� 	�� ��� which itself has four di�erent options of rule
induction� the most popular of them seems to be LEM� algorithm� There
are available extensions of this algorithm including processing of continuous
attributes 	��

� Approaches based on a discernibility matrix and boolean reasoning tech�
niques� These concepts have been introduced by Skowron 	��� �� and ex�
tended by several additional strategies connected with� e�g�� the approxima�
tion of reducts� looking for dynamic reducts� boundary region thinning� data
�ltration and tolerance relation 	�� �� ��� �
� ��� Their implementations have
been developed by Skowron and his collaborators and form a computational
kernal of the system Rosetta 	���

� RoughDAS and RoughFamily software systems developed by Slowinski� Ste�
fanowski and collaborators 	�
� �� which o�er several rule induction options�
e�g� an approach inducing the set of decision rules satisfying the given user�s
requirements 	��� There are also available other generalizations of rough
set model allowing to handle fuzzy input data 	�� or generalization using
similarity relation between objects instead of indiscernibility 	���
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� Systems Dataquest and DataLogic� distributed commercially� The character�
istic feature of DataLogic system 	�� is the ability of identifying determinis�
tic or probabilistic patterns in data� in form of rules� using the probabilistic
extension of the original rough set model called variable precision rough sets
model 	���

� System KDD�R� oriented towards data mining applications from large data�
bases and capable of �nding strongly supported rules� described in 	���

There are also known other learning algorithms inspired by the rough set
theory �see� e�g�� other proposals given in 	��� ��� ��� ��� ���� For instance� an
interesting example of such an integration of statistical techniques at the stage
of rule generation is the probabilistic rough classi�er developed by Piasta 	���
As there are several rough algorithms for rule induction� it is interesting to

make an attempt to create their classi�cation� Let us notice that all algorithms
aim at inducing the rule descriptions of decision classes in the input set of
objects� These descriptions consist of the set of the decision rules� Condition
parts of these rules are non�redundant� There are� however� di�erent possible
types of the induced rule description �see the discussions in 	��� ���� So� we
propose to divide rough set based algorithms into three categories depending on
the type of �nally induced decision rules�

��� algorithms inducing minimum set of rules�
��� algorithms inducing exhaustive set of rules�
��� algorithms inducing satisfactory set of rules�

The �rst category of algorithms is focused on describing input objects using
the minimum number of necessary rules while the second group try to generate
all possible decision rules in the simplest form�
The third category of algorithms gives as a result the set of decision rules

which satisfy given a priori user�s requirements� For example� the user can prefer
to get strong decision rules� i�e� rules supported by a relatively large number of
input objects�
We can also distinguish di�erent perspectives of rule induction� In general�

the induced decision rules can be mostly used for 	���

��� creating classi�cation systems�
��� performing data exploration and knowledge discovery process�

The �rst aim consists in �nding automatically� from the set of learning ex�
amples� a collection of decision rules which will be used to classify new examples
�this problem has been� in fact� extensively studied in the Machine Learning
�eld��
The main purpose of the discovery perspective is to extract� from data sets�

previously unknown information patterns and regularities �or sometimes excep�
tions� represented in the form of decision rules which are interesting and useful
to di�erent kinds of users 	��� Such discovered rules can facilitate understand�
ing data sets and� in particular� should help in understanding and explaining
dependencies between values of attributes and de�nitions of decision classes�
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It must be noticed� however� that these both perspectives of rule induction
are perceived as quite di�erent� One of the basic distinctions consists in di�er�
ent evaluation criteria� In classi�cation�oriented induction� rules are parts of a
classi�cation system� hence the evaluation refers to a complete set of rules� The
evaluation criterion is usually unique and de�ned as classi�cation �predictive�
accuracy 	��� In discovery�oriented induction� each rule is evaluated individually
and independently as a possible representant of an interesting pattern� The eval�
uation criteria are multiple and considering them together is not an easy task�
Moreover� the de�nition of criteria depends on the application problem and the
user�s requirements �e�g�� see 	�
� ��� ����

The three considered categories of sets of decision rules may have di�erent
usefulness for classi�cation and discovery perspectives� The minimumset of rules
seems to be more oriented to classi�cation tasks while satisfactory and exhaustive
set of rules are mainly oriented to rule discovery problems�

The algorithms for inducing all three kinds of sets of decision rules have been
implemented by author and his collaborators in RoughFamily software system
	�
� The RoughFamily system is a set of programs for rough set based data and
knowledge analysis� The most known of these programs is RoughDAS 	��� The
minimum set of rules is obtained by means of the author�s reimplementation of
LEM� algorithm 	��� Exhaustive and satisfactory sets of rules are generated by
Explore algorithm originally introduced by Stefanowski and Vanderpooten 	���

The main objectives of the following paper are�

� to present di�erent rough set based approaches for inducing minimum� ex�
haustive and satisfactory sets of rules which are used in RoughFamily soft�
ware system�

� to discuss the speci�city of these approaches and their usefulness for classi�
�cation and discovery purposes�

The discussion of the considered algorithms will be extended by a small
computational comparative study performed on testing data sets� The sets of
decision rules will be evaluated taking into account mainly classi�cation accuracy
and measures referring to getting strong and simple decision rules�

The paper is organized as follows� In section �� basic concepts of the rough set
theory� rule induction and criteria for evaluating decision rules are introduced�
The algorithms for inducing the minimum� exhaustive and satisfactory sets of
rules are presented in section �� Then� computational experiments are described
in section �� Final remarks are given in the last section�

� Rough sets and decision rule generation preliminaries

In this section we recall some basic notations related to information systems�
rough sets and decision rule induction� More details can be found� e�g� in 	
��
��� 
�� ��� ���
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��� Rough set theory

Rough set theory deals with uncertainty and vagueness in the analysis of informa�
tion systems� An information system �also called classi�cation table� condition�
decision table� etc�� is a formal representation of the analysed data set� It is
de�ned as a pair S � �U�A� where U is a �nite set of objects and A is a �nite
set of attributes� With every attribute a � A� set of its values Va is associated�
Each attribute a determines an information function fa� U � Va such that for
any a � A� and x � U fa�x� � Va�
In practice� we are mostly interested in analysing a special case of information

system called decision table� It is any information system �U�A � fdg�� where
d �� A is a distinguished decision attribute� The elements of A are called condition
attributes� We can assume that the cardinality of the set Vd of values of the
decision attribute d is equal to k� The decision attribute determines the partition
of the set of all objets U into k disjoint classes X�� X�� � � � � Xk� Sets Xi are called
decision classes�
The rough set theory is based on an observation that objects may be in�

discernible �indistinguishable� due to limited available information� This leads
to de�ning the indiscernibility relation� Formally� the indiscernibility relation
is associated with every subset of attributes B � A and is de�ned as I�B� �
f�x� y� � U � U � fa�x� � fb�y�� �a � Bg�
The indiscernibility relation de�ned in this way is an equivalence relation�

The family of all equivalence classes of relation I�B� is denoted by U�I�B��
These classes are called elementary sets or atoms� An elementary equivalence
class �i�e� single block of the partition U�I�B�� containing element x is denoted
by IB�x��
The main problem of the rough set theory is to express properties of any sub�

set of objects X � U in terms of available information� i�e� in terms of elementary
sets� Such a precise de�nition is not always possible because some elementary
sets may be inconsistent� i�e� contain examples described by the same values
of attributes where some of these examples belong to the set while others not�
Therefore� the concept of the rough set is introduced which is a set characterized
by its lower and upper approximations�
Formally� if B � A is a subset of attributes and X � U is a subset of objects

then the sets� fx � U � IB�x� � Xg� fx � U � IB�x��X �� 	g are called B�lower
and B�upper approximations of X� denoted by B

�
X and �BX� respectively� The

set BNB �X� � B
�
X 
 �BX is called the B�boundary of X�

The set B
�
X is a maximal set including objects that can be certainly classi�ed

as elements of X while �BX is a minimal set of objects which can be possibly
classi�ed to X� having the knowledge represented by attributes from B� The set
BNB�X� re�ects information ambiguity in describing the set X� i�e� it contains
inconsistent objects�
The set X is B�de�nable i� B

�
X � �BX otherwise it can be de�ned roughly�

If X�� X�� � � � � Xk are decision classes in S then the set B
�
X� � B

�
X� � � � ��B

�
Xk

is called the B�positive region of classi�cation induced by d and is denoted by
PosB�d��
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Approximations are used to de�ne other basic concepts of the rough set
theory� e�g�

� dependency between attributes�
� quality of approximation of the objects� classi�cation �also called degree of
dependency��

� reducts and a core of attributes�

��� Decision rules

In general� decision rules can be perceived as data patterns which represent re�
lationships between values of attributes in the decision tables 	��� Before giving
some formal de�nitions� let us discuss some speci�city of integrating elements of
the rough set theory and rule induction�
As it has been discussed in the previous section� the rough set theory is

particularly well suited to deal with inconsistencies in the input decision table�
If the input decision table is inconsistent then lower and upper approximations
of the decision classes are computed� The decision rules are generated from
these approximations� As a consequence of this way of treating inconsistencies
two basic kinds of rules are distinguished �i�e� following the terminology used in
	��� 
�� ����

��� certain �also called exact� deterministic or discriminant��
��� approximate �also called possible� non�deterministic��

For each decision class� certain decision rules are generated from objects
belonging to its lower approximation� Possible�approximate decision rules are
generated either from the upper approximation or from the boundaries of this
decision class with other classes� Let us notice that certain rules indicate unique
decision to be made while approximate rules lead to a few possible decisions�
Considering the second type of rules one can notice that there are some

di�erences among proposed approaches� In the LERS system created by Grzy�
mala 	�� possible rules are always induced from upper approximations� Their
representations indicate one possible decision class �in the sense of its upper ap�
proximation�� In the following study� we consider approximate rules which are
induced from boundaries between the given decision class and other classes� Such
a way of generating the second type of rules also occurs in Skowron�s approach
based on discernibility matrix 	
�� ��� ���
Let us notice that the boundary region of the given decision class may gener�

ally consist of a few disjoint subsets of objects� These subsets are joint parts of
the upper approximation of the given class with upper approximations of other
decision classes� In such a case approximate rules are not induced from the com�
plete boundary set but independently from all these subsets� For instance� let us
assume that three decision classes X�� X�� � � � � X� are roughly de�ned in the de�
cision table� The boundary of the class X� consists of three disjoint subsets� i�e�
BNB �X�� � � �BX�� �BX�
 �BX��� � �BX�� �BX�
 �BX��� � �BX�� �BX�� �BX���
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The approximate decision rules will be induced independently from each of these
three subsets�
These aspects of generating certain and approximate decision rules could be

expressed using the notion of a generalized decision in the decision table �cf�
	
�� �
�� For the simplicity of notation� let us further assume that the set Vd of
values of the decision attribute d is equal to f��� � � � kg
If �U�A � fdg� is a decision table� then we de�ne a function �A � U �

P �f�� � � � � kg�� called the generalized decision� in the following way �A�x� � fi �
�x� � U that x�I�A�x and fd�x� � ig� A decision table is called consistent
�deterministic� if j �A�x� j � � for any x � U � otherwise it is inconsistent�
Objects from any decision table could be partitioned into disjoint m subsets

Yj of objects �where � � j � k � m�� Each subset contains objects described by
the same value of the generalized decision �A�x�� If for all objects x in subset Yj
we have j �A�x� j � � then Yj is the lower approximation of the decision class
indicated by index �A�x�� If for all objects x in subset Yj we have j �A�x� j� �
then this subset refers to boundary �or subboundary� between decision classes
and it is used to induce approximate decision rules�
The decision rules are induced iteratively for each of subsets Yj �i � �� � � � �m��

Thus� each subset is considered independently so as to be described by induced
decision rules� The rule description must refer to positive examples of this decision
concept �i�e� objects from Yj� and cannot be satis�ed by its negative examples
�i�e� objects from U n Yj�� Let us de�ne it more formally�
In the following� K will represent the decision concept Yj to be described�
An expression �a� v� where a � A and v � Va is an elementary condition

c of the decision rule which can be checked for any x � X� Some authors
call it also a selector� In the majority of the rough set based systems learning
from attribute�value representations� these elementary conditions are expressed
in the form �a � v�� An elementary condition c can be interpreted as a mapping
c � U � ftrue� falseg�
A conjunction C of q elementary conditions is denoted by C � c�c�� � �cq�

Its size will be denoted by Size�C��
The cover of a conjunction C� denoted by 	C� is the subset of examples

which satisfy the conditions represented by C� Formally� we have� 	C � fx �
U � C�x� � trueg�
Considering the concept K to be described� the positive cover 	C�

K
� 	C�K

denotes the set of positive examples covered by C and the negative cover 	C
�
K �

	C � �U nK� denotes the set of negative examples covered by C�
A rule r �which partially describes K� is an assertion of the form

if R then K

where R is a conjunction c�  c�  � � �  cq� satisfying 	R
�
K �� 	�

A rule r is thus characterized by its condition part R and the concept K described
by r� The set of attribute�value pairs occuring in the left hand side of the rule
is referred to as the condition part and the right hand side is the decision part�
Often in software systems the decision parts of rules are represented in other
forms� i�e��
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� if R then �d � i� for certain rules �where i � Vd��

� if R then �d � i���d � j��� � ���d � l� for approximate rules �where i� j� � � � � l
are values of generalized decision �A represented by objects satisfying the
condition part R��

A rule r is discriminant �i�e� distinguishes positive examples belonging to K
from negative ones� if its condition part R � c�  c�  � � �  cq is�

� consistent � 	R�K � 	�

� minimal � removing any condition cj from R would result in a conjunction
which is no longer consistent�

In some data sets� in particular if they contain a lot of inconsistent examples�
discovery systems could �nd only few certain rules which are strong enough� i�e�
are supported by many examples� In such cases� it may make sense to look for
partly discriminant rules� These are rules which apart from positive examples
could cover a limited number of negative ones� For instance� such an approach
is used in variable precision rough set model 	���

In order to evaluate discovered rules several measures could be used �see� e�g��
	�� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ���� If one is interested in discovery perspective� measures
refer usually to evaluation of a single rule independently of other rules� In many
of discovery�oriented systems users are interested in getting decision rules which
are mainly strong �i�e� refer to a large number of covered objects� and simple
�i�e� whose condition parts consist of a rather limited number of elementary
conditions�� These could be expressed by measures considered below� For a given
rule r with condition part R� the following measures are considered�

a� the strength of r� denoted by Strength�r��

Strength�r� �j 	R�K j

b� the length of the rule r� denoted by Length�r��

Length�r� � Size�R�

In a case of classi�cation systems� the quality of complete set of rules is eval�
uated using the classi�cation accuracy rate �or conversely the misclassi�cation
error rate� �see� e�g� 	���� It is de�ned by the ratio�

nc�n

�expressed in percentage� where n is the number of classi�ed testing examples�
nc is the number of these examples which have been correctly classi�ed�
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��� Categories of rule description

The rough set based algorithms create in an iterative way a set of rules being
the description of approximations of decision classes� Let us denote by R the set
of decision rules which are induced in each iteration for the considered decision
concept K� It is assumed that all rules r � R are discriminant�
We distinguish three possible categories of the set of rules R�

� minimum set of decision rules�
� exhaustive set of decision rules�
� satisfactory set of decision rules�

The set of rules R is minimum if it describes the concept K in the following
way�

��� condition part R of each rule r � R is minimal
���

S
r�R	R � K

��� does not exist any rule r� � R such that R � r� satis�es conditions ��� and
���

In other words the minimum set of rules contains the smallest number of
discriminant rules su�cient to cover the set of objects K� This idea follows the
notion of the minimal discriminant description introduced by Michalski in 	��
and similar one considered by Grzymala in the context of rough set as the single
local covering 	���
The set of decision rules is called exhaustive if it contains all discriminant

decision rules that can be induced on the basis of positive examples of K� Each
rule is produced in the simplest form�
The de�nition of the above two categories of induced rules �i�e� minimumand

exhaustive� is inspired by the classi�cation introduced by Grzymala in 	�� where
he described two main options of rule induction� machine learning approach and
knowledge acquisition approach �all rules option��
Let us comment brie�y motivations for inducing the exhaustive rule descrip�

tion� One can easily notice that the minimum set approach produces a limited
part of rules which could be interesting for the user �e�g� in the sense of strength
or length measures�� Only some attribute�value pairs are involved in obtained
rules and some other possibly important rule patterns may still remain hidden
in the data� If the user wants to learn them� he should use the exhaustive �or
knowledge acquisition� approach where all possible rules are induced from the
given input data�
However� time complexity for the second choice is exponential and using this

kind of approach may be not practical for larger input data �les� Moreover� the
data analyst could be �overloaded� by getting too many rules to be considered�
In fact� only a small part of them is usually interesting for him�
These limitations of the above two approaches for discovery purposes have

encouraged us to consider the third kind of induced rules �for more motivations
see 	��� ���� i�e� satisfactory set of rules�
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The set of decision rules is called satisfactory if it contains only such rules
describing K that satisfy requirements de�ned by the user�
These requirements express the user�s expectations to discovering �interesting�

rules� regarding e�g� the minimum strength or the maximal length of rules to be
induced as well as an emphasis on some speci�c elementary conditions� Thus� this
approach is focused on an interactive discovery controlled by user�s preferences�
The introduced categories can be used to classify the known rough set based

rule induction algorithms as�

� Approaches inducing minimum set of decision rules� The best examples of
such approaches are LEM� algorithm 	��� probabilistic rough classi�ers 	���
Some other older proposals are CPLA learning algorithm 	��� and proce�
dures based on discriminant coe�cient 	�� can also be included into this
category�

� Approaches inducting exhaustive set of decision rules� This perspective seems
to be very often considered in the rough set literature� e�g� all rules or knowl�
edge acquisition option of the LERS system 	��� ��� techniques based on rel�
ative rule cores 	
�� approaches based on discernibility matrix and boolean
reasoning 	��� ��� approach based on decision matrix �either in non� in�
cremental or incremental version� used in KDD�R system 	��� ��� For two
last approaches there are also known their versions which �lter �nal rules
or modify the rule discovery process as to get more general rules instead of
inducing all of them 	��� The exhaustive rule set can be also obtained by
using a version of the Explore procedure 	�� where no stopping conditions
are used�

� Approaches inducing satisfactory set of decision rules� Such decision rules
can be directly obtained as a result of using the Explore procedure 	��� For
some data sets �which are rather of limited size� it is also possible to obtain
such rules into a two stage approach� �rst to generate all rules� then to look
for relevant rules only 	��� ���

� Algorithms for induction of decision rules

In this section we present algorithms� implemented in RoughFamily software�
which allow to obtain all three kinds of rule description� i�e� minimum� exhaustive
and satisfactory� All these algorithms follow the general scheme of rough set
based rule induction presented in previous sections� Certain and approximate
decision rules are induced from lower approximations and boundaries of decision
classes� As in all cases the process is repeated iteratively for the given decision
concept �i�e� the subset of objects being either lower approximationor boundary��
we present the notation of algorithms in the form referring to one iteration� In
all notations K represents the set of object to be described�

��� Algorithm for extracting minimum set of rules

In the RoughFamily system� the minimum set of decision rules is obtained by
reimplementation of LEM� algorithm� This algorithm has been proposed by
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Grzymala in 	��� Originally� this algorithm produces certain and possible deci�
sion rules� The complete presentation of this algorithm and its comparison to
other systems can be found� e�g� in 	��� �� ���
The elementary conditions of induced decision rules are represented as attribute�

value pairs� �attribute�value�� Here� we shortly present the general scheme of the
algorithm in pseudo�code� We will be using the notation introduced in section
���� According to it� c is an elementary condtion� and C is a conjunction of such
conditions being a candidate for condition part of the decision rule� Addition�
ally� C�G� denotes the set of conditions c currently considered to be added to
the conjunction C� Rule r is characterized by its condition part R�

Procedure LEM � K set of objects� var R set of rules �
begin

G 
� K�
R 
� ��
while G �� � do
begin

C 
� ��
C�G� 
� fc 
 �c� �G �� �g�
while �C � �� or �not��C� � K�� do
begin

select a pair c � C�G� such that j �c��G j is maximum�
if ties occur then select a pair c � C�G� with
the smallest cardinality j �c� j�
if further ties occur then select the �rst pair from the list�
C 
� C � �c��
G 
� �c� �G�
C�G� 
� fc 
 �c� �G �� �g�
C�G� 
� C�G�� C�

end�
for each elementary condition c � C do

if �C � c� � K then C 
� C � fcg�
Create rule r basing on the conjunction C and add it to the set of rules R�
G 
� K �

S
r�R

�R� �
end�
for each r � R do

if
S
s�R�r

�S� � K then R 
� R� r

end�

Let us consider the simple illustrative example of the decision table �see
Table ��� It contains �� objects described by 
 condition attributes �a�� � � � � a���
Objects are partitioned into two decision classes according to the value of the
decision attribute d�
For objects presented in Table � three decision concepts can be found� lower
approximation of decision class �d � �� represented by the set of objects f�� ��
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Table �� The illustrative decision table

No� a� a� a� a� a� d
�   �  � �
 �   � � 
� � � �   
� � � � �  �
	 � �   � 
� �  � � � 
� � � � �  �
� � �  �  �
�  � �  � �
�� � �   � 
�� � � �   �
� � �    
�� �  � � � �
�� � � � � � 
�	 �  � �  �
�� �     �
�� � � � � � 

�� �� �� ��� �
� ��g� lower approximation of decision class �d � �� represented by
the set f�� 
� �� ��� ��� ��� ��g� and boundary of decision classes �d � �� and
�d � �� represented by objects f�� ��g�
The set of the following decision rules can be induced from these examples

using the LEM� algorithm �each rule is additionally described by the set of
covered objects��

rule �� if �a� � ��  �a� � �� then �d � �� f�� �� �� ����
g
rule �� if �a� � �� then �d � �� f�� �g
rule �� if �a� � ��  �a� � �� then �d � �� f�� ��g
rule �� if �a� � �� then �d � �� f�� 
� ��� �����g
rule 	� if �a� � �� then �d � �� f�g
rule 
� if �a� � ��  �a� � ��  �a� � �� then �d � �� f
� ��� ��g
rule �� if �a� � ��  �a� � �� then �d � ��or�d � �� f�� ��g

As one can notice from the listing� the algorithm LEM� follows the general
heuristic strategy which is typical for many well known machine learning tech�
niques �e�g� AQ 	��� CN� 	��� PRISM 	��� This strategy consists in creating a
�rst rule by choosing sequentially the �best� elementary conditions according to
some heuristic criteria� Then� learning examples that match this rule are removed
from consideration� The process is repeated iteratively while some learning ex�
amples remain uncovered�
This characteristic feature can be noticed while analysing the exemplary

decision rules induced from Table �� Only two of them �no� � and no� �� are
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strong and general while others seem to be weak� The set of all rules� however�
covers all learning examples�
The LEM� algorithm seems to be mainly useful for building classi�cation

systems �see discussion in 	��� ��� ���� The induced set of rules is used to
classify new objects� i�e� objects unseen in the learning phase� It is performed
by matching a new object description to condition parts of decision rules� This
may lead� however� to some di�culties because in general three possible cases
may happen�

�a� the new object matches exactly one rule�
�b� the new object matches more than one rule�
�c� the new object does not match any of the rules�

In case �a�� if the matched rule is an exact one then the classi�cation sug�
gestion is clear� In case of matching to approximate rule the suggestion may
be ambiguous� Similar di�culties occur in determining suggestions for case �b��
Case �c� must be also handled�
So� considering classi�cation perspective it is necessary to extend rule induc�

tion by techniques allowing to solve the above di�culties�
Some solutions have been already introduced in machine learning rule classi�

�cation systems� For instance� in a rule option of the system C��
 	
� rules are
ordered� The matching is done starting from the �rst rule� The earliest matched
rule from the list is used to classify the new object� The remaining rules are not
tried for matching� The last rule is a default rule� It does not contain any con�
dition attribute�value pairs and is used when none of the previous rules works�
Similar idea was used in the �rst version of the CN� system 	��� Other solutions
are proposed for unordered set of rules �like in classical Michalski�s AQ system
	���� During classi�cation� the whole rule set is scanned and decision is done
by using additional information about learning examples covered by matched
rules� In case of no matching� the partly matched rules are considered and the
most probable decision is chosen� Some of the above solution can be adopted to
handle di�culties in cases �b� and �c��
There are also other speci�c approaches proposed by Grzymala 	�� or by

Slowinski and Stefanowski 	��� ��� The �rst one takes into account additional
coe�cients characterizing rules� the strength of matched or partly matched rules�
the number of non�matched conditions� the rule speci�city �i�e� length of condi�
tion parts�� All these coe�cients are combined and the strongest decision wins�
Another version of choosing the strongest decision is also used in 	�� where the
rules nearest to the classi�ed object are looked for� The concept of nearest rules
requires using a distance measure � a proposal of such metric �generalized also
for nominal attributes� is proposed in 	��� The more sophisticated solution em�
ploying the idea of looking for close rules is introduced in 	�� and developed in
	��� It is based on the notion of� so called� valued closeness relation where two
kinds of arguments are considered while calculating the closeness� arguments for
being similar between compared objects�rules and arguments for being di�er�
ent� These arguments are aggregated in a non�compensatory way using speci�c
thresholds expressing possible similarity� small di�erence� strong di�erence and
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indi�erence between an object and a rule� Results of using valued closeness re�
lation are discussed in 	���
It must be stressed that LEM� algorithm is one of the most often used rough

set based rule induction algorithm in real�life applications� For instance� origi�
nal Grzymala�s LERS system has proven its applicability in such �elds as� e�g��
developing expert systems in NASA Johnson Space Center �Automation and
Robotics Division� to be used in medical decision�making on board the Space
Station Freedom� supporting tasks considered by the U� S� Environmental Pro�
tection Agency� in medicine to assess preterm labor risk for pregnant women and
to compare the e�ects of warming devices for postoperative patients linguistic
analysis of semantics for some of English words �see� e�g� 	�
� ��� ����
In addition� the RoughDAS system �being a part of RoughFamily software

system� � o�ering author�s reimplementation of LEM� version � has been suc�
cessfully used in several applications concerning� e�g�� medical diagnosis of dif�
ferent diseases and the patients� treatments �see� e�g�� 	��� ��� 
�� ���� analysis
of chemical structures of pharmaceutical compounds �see� e�g�� 	�
�� processing
of histological images �see� e�g� 	���� technical diagnostics of industrial machin�
ery �see� e�g�� 	���� analysis of maintenance procedures in transportation system
�see� e�g� 	�
�� �nancial data analysis and analysis of multi�attribute decision
problems �see� e�g� 	���� software engineering 	��� or geology 	���

��� Algorithms for extracting exhaustive set of rules

This part of RoughFamily system generates all rules that can be induced from
the input decision table� All rules have non�redundant condition parts where
elementary conditions are formed as �attribute�value�� In the RoughFamily sys�
tem� such a rule description is obtained by using the Explore procedure while
no stopping conditions are de�ned� This procedure is described in section ����
Let us notice that such a set of rules may be also obtained by other approaches�
all rules option of the LERS system 	��� techniques based on relative rule cores
	
�� approaches based on discernibility matrix and boolean reasoning 	��� ���
approach based on decision matrix 	���
All decision rules which can be generated from objects represented in Table

� are listed below�

rule �� if �a� � �� then �d � �� f�� �g
rule �� if �a� � �� then �d � �� f�� �� �� �� ��g
rule �� if �a� � �� then �d � �� f�� 
� ��� �����g
rule �� if �a� � �� then �d � �� f�g
rule 	� if �a� � �� then �d � �� f
� �� ��� �����g
rule 
� if �a� � ��  �a� � �� then �d � �� f�� �� �� ����
g
rule �� if �a� � ��  �a� � �� then �d � �� f��g
rule � if �a� � ��  �a� � �� then �d � �� f�g
rule �� if �a� � ��  �a� � �� then �d � �� f�� ��g
rule ��� if �a� � ��  �a� � �� then �d � �� f�
� ��g
rule ��� if �a� � ��  �a� � �� then �d � �� f�� �� �� �
g
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rule ��� if �a� � ��  �a� � �� then �d � �� f�� �g
rule ��� if �a� � ��  �a� � �� then �d � �� f�g
rule ��� if �a� � ��  �a� � �� then �d � ��or�d � �� f�� ��g
rule �	� if �a� � ��  �a� � ��  �a� � �� then �d � �� f��g
rule �
� if �a� � ��  �a� � ��  �a� � �� then �d � �� f�g
rule ��� if �a� � ��  �a� � ��  �a� � �� then �d � �� f�
g
rule �� if �a� � ��  �a� � ��  �a� � �� then �d � �� f
� ��� ��g
rule ��� if �a� � ��  �a� � ��  �a� � �� then �d � �� f��� ��g
rule ��� if �a� � ��  �a� � ��  �a� � �� then �d � �� f�g
rule ��� if �a� � ��  �a� � ��  �a� � �� then �d � ��or�d � �� f�� ��g
rule ��� if �a� � ��  �a� � ��  �a� � �� then �d � ��or�d � �� f�� ��g

This kind of rule description provides the user the richest information about
patterns existing in the analysed data table� On the other hand it is the most
demanding from the viewpoint of time and memory complexity� So� it could be
used for some data sets only�
One can notice that for the considered example the number of induced rules

is larger than induced by LEM� algorithm� Besides strong rules one can �nd
rules that are weak and very speci�c� There are also rules referring to the same
or overlapping sets of objects and rules having similar condition parts� These
features of the discovered rules may restrict their readability for larger data
sets�
On the other� the literature review show several examples where such ap�

proach was useful both for classi�cation and discovery applications 	�� ��� ���
In study 	� it is reported that the approach based on discernibility matrix and
boolean reasoning outperformed the well known C��
 machine learning system
	
� in classi�cation tasks�
The use of this set of rules in classifying new objects often leads to mul�

tiple matching of objects to rules� It is usually handled in a similar way as
described in the previous subsection� i�e� all matched rules are analysed and
the strongest �majority� decision class wins� There are several versions of this
heuristics depending on the authors �see� e�g� voting strategy 	�� counting rule
strength 	��� �� or 	��� ���� The RoughFamily system uses the same technique
of solving these situations for all implemented algorithms�

��� Algorithm for extracting satisfactory set of rules

The main purpose of this algorithm is to discover the set of all decision rules
which satisfy user�de�ned requirements� Discovering of all such rule may be
impossible by using approaches for extracting the minimum set of rules due to
their greedy heuristic scheme� Following this scheme� some important rules may
still remain hidden in the data� in particular when di�erent patterns are shared
by a large proportion of common examples� This is due to the elimination of
learning examples once they are covered by an induced rule� Conversely� the
minimum set of rules may also include very speci�c rules� consisting of many
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elementary conditions� which refer only to one or very few learning examples�
This is due to the last iterations of the heuristic strategy which impose to cover
the remaining examples�

Therefore� it is necessary to develop speci�c approaches for discovery�oriented
induction� The procedure Explore implemented as a part of RoughFamily system
is an example of such a speci�c approach� It is based on an algorithm originally
introduced by Stefanowski and Vaderpooten in 	���
The exploration of the rule space is here controlled by parameters inter�

vening in stopping conditions �re�ecting the user	s requirements�� The stopping
conditions guarantee desirable properties of the rules and signi�cantly reduce
the computational costs of the algorithm�
In the implementation discussed in the following paper the main attention

is focused on the strength of rules� Even if several control parameters can be
used simultaneously� and more e�ectively� in order to guide the discovery of
interesting rules� the strength of rules is treated as a main control parameter� A
�rst reason for this is that some control parameters �related� e�g�� to the selection
of some speci�c elementary conditions or speci�c subsets of learning examples�
can be tuned only in relation with a speci�c application and user� Moreover� the
strength parameter is probably both the simplest and most signi�cant parameter
at least for users with a limited level of expertise� Even for expert users� strong
rules can be useful at least as a starting point� The interests in looking for strong
rules is also shared by other researchers creating Knowledge Discovery systems
�see� e�g� 	�� ��� ��� ��� 
�� ����

The main part of the algorithm Explore is based on a breadth��rst strategy
which generates rules of increasing size starting from the shortest ones� The
strategy begins with the initial rule having an empty condition part� During the
search process this empty conjunction is extended with elementary conditions
from the list of allowed conditions� The extended conjunctions are evaluated as
candidates for being condition parts of rules�
The main part of the algorithm� i�e� the phase of breadth��rst search is pre�

sented in pseudo�code�

Procedure Explore� SC
 stopping conditions� var R
 set of rules�
begin

R	 �
for each available elementary condition c do

begin

if �c��
K

� � or c satis�es SC then discard c�
if �c��

K
�� � and �c��

K
� � then R	 R� fcg and discard c

end�
form a queue with all the remaining elementary conditions c�� � � � � cn�

while the queue is not empty do

begin

remove the �rst conjunction C from the queue�
let h be the highest index of the condition involved in C�
generate all the conjunctions C 
 ch��� C 
 ch��� � � � � C 
 cn�
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let C be the set of these conjunctions�
for each C � � C do

begin

if �C ���
K

� � or C � satis�es SC then C 	 C n fC �g�
if �C��

K
�� � and �C��

K
� � then

begin

if C � is minimal then R	 R� fC �g�
C 	 C n fC �g

end�
end�
place all the conjunctions from C at the end of the queue

end

end

The exploration space of candidate rules is controlled by stopping conditions
SC connected with user de�ned requirements� here referring to minimal strength
of the rule� It could be de�ned in the following way�
Let C be the comjunction currently examined�

SC�
j�C��

K
j

jKj � l� where l is the smallest percentage of positive examples that a

rule must cover

As pointed out before� other requirements related e�g� to maximal length
of rules can be easily incorporated into stopping conditions SC� One can also
incorporate other conditions introduced so as to satisfy additional speci�c user�s
requirements �incompatibility of some selectors� relaxing stopping conditions
when speci�c selectors are present in the candidate conjunction� etc���
Notice �nally� that some learning examples may not be covered by decision

rules� However� this may not be damaging� it is even instructive to check the
examples which are di�cult to cover� Such examples can be presented to the
user or expert as possible untypical cases� If they appear to be typical� it is
possible to focus the search and use �weaker� stopping conditions�
Let us consider the discovery of decision rules from examples presented in

Table � by using algorithm Explore�
Let us assume that the user�s level of interest to the possible strength of a

rule is expressed by assigning a value l � ��� in SC for each decision concepts
�d�
� and �d���� Explore gives the following decision rules�

rule �� if �q� � �� then �d � �� f�� �� �� �� ��g
rule �� if �q� � ��  �q� � �� then �d � �� f�� �� �� ����
g
rule �� if �q� � ��  �q� � �� then �d � �� f�� �� �� �
g
rule �� if �q� � �� then �d � �� f�� 
� ��� �����g
rule 	� if �q� � �� then �d � �� f
� �� ��� �����g
rule 
� if �a� � ��  �a� � ��  �a� � �� then �d � �� f
� ��� ��g

This set of rules can be extended by inducing approximate rules if it is nec�
essary to cover examples � and ��� Object �� is not covered by any of discovered
decision rules�
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One can notice that the proposed algorithm creates a set of �relatively� strong
rules� as a direct consequence of condition SC� Moreover� these rules are generally
shorter than those induced by LEM� algorithm or rules being the part of the
exhaustive set� Some of the rules induced by Explore �no� �� �� 
� were not
discovered by LEM� and are also strong rules�

� Computational experiments

The presented algorithms induce di�erent sets of rules� Some particularities of
these algorithms and sets of rules induced by them have been already discussed
in the previous section� This discussion is extended by small computational ex�
periments� The aim of the performed experiments is to evaluate the usefulness
of the sets of rules produced by the three algorithms for two tasks� classi�cation
of objects and discovery of decision rules� In the discovery tasks� we restrict our
interests to getting a limited number of relatively strong and short decision rules�
Some of the results are summarized from previous computational experiments
performed by the author and presented more precisely in 	�� � classi�cation and
	�� � discovery points of view�
To evaluate the sets of induced rules� the following measures are taken into

account�

� number of rules�
� average rule strength �expressed in number of covered learning examples��

� average rule length �expressed in number of elementary conditions��
� classi�cation accuracy�

The �rst three points refer mainly to discovery perspective while the last criterion
is typical for classi�cation systems�
Classi�cation accuracy was calculated by performing one of the two standard

reclassi�cation techniques� either �� fold cross�validation or leaving�one�out �see
	���� While performing reclassi�cation tests� the possible ambiguity in matching
the testing example to condition parts of decision rules was solved using the so�
called VCR approach �described� e�g� in 	����
The experiments were performed on several di�erent real�life data sets� These

data sets were coming from either known applications of rough set theory or they
were well�known benchmark sets of examples from machine learning literature�
The machine learning data sets were obtained from the UCI repository of ma�
chine learning databases at the University of California at Irvine 	��� The author
is grateful to the creators of these databases and all other people who allowed
him to use their data sets for these experiments�
Let us notice that the data sets used in experiments were assumed to be

completely de�ned� i�e� they did not contain any missing values� Due to this fact
some of the data were slightly modi�ed by removing few examples or attributes�
The data sets iris� buses originally contained continuous�valued attributes which
were discretized by means of Fayyad and Irani�s method 	���
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First� we evaluated the usefulness of rough set based algorithms for classifying
of objects� As the minimum sets of rules is particularly well suited for discrimi�
nating between decision classes� we examined �rst the LEM� algorithm� The re�
sults of using this algorithm �together with the VCR technique� are presented in
Table �� In all data sets the use of VCR technique increased the classi�cation ac�
curacy �except small soybean diseases where the accuracy remained unchanged��
More precise analysis of the in�uence of the VCR technique is presented in 	���

While considering classi�cation perspective of the rough set based rule induc�
tion it is necessary to compare the obtained classi�cation accuracy to results of
using other well known systems from machine learning �eld� This is the impor�
tant issue and in fact� there are still some critical papers �e�g� by Kononenko and
Zorc 	��� ��� where it is even claimed that the systems of rule induction based
on rough set theory are not su�ciently compared with other� well known systems
of machine learning and give� in general� worse results� So� such a comparative
study has been performed and results are also given in Table ��

In this table� algorithm inducing the minimum set of rules is compared with
implementation of other machine learning algorithms�PRISM algorithm 	�� clas�
sical version of Quinlan�s ID� algorithm 	
�� probabilistic tree classi�erPT �
modi�cation of ID� with pre�pruning technique �similar idea as in 	��� ELYSEE
method 	�
� and C��
 system in a rule option 	
��

Table �� Classi�cation accuracy �in �� of minimum sets of rules obtained by LEM
algorithm compared to other machine learning systems� � denotes that a classi�cation
test for PRISM could not be performed because of inconsistent examples� � denotes
that the �leaving�one�out� test could not be performed for a given implementation�

data set compared systems
ID� PT PRISM ELYSEE C��	rules LEM

large soybean ��� ���� ��	 ���� ���� ����
election ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

iris ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� �	��
hsv� 	��� ���� �� 	�	 ���� 	��
hsv ���� ���� �� ���� ���� ����

concretes ���� � �� ���� ���� ����
breast cancer ��	 ���� �� ���	 ���� ����
imidasolium �	�� �	�� �	�� 	��� 	�� 	���
lymphograpy �	 ��� ���� ���� ���� �	�

oncology ���� �� ��� ���� ���� ����
buses ���� ���� � � ���� ����

small soybean ���� ���� � � ���� ����

The above results show that the algorithm for getting minimum set of rules
enhanced by VCR strategy gives similar classi�cation accuracy as other learning
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systems�
Next� we extend comparison for algorithms inducing exhaustive and satisfac�

tory sets of decision rules� The classi�cation performance of all three kinds of
algorithms implemented in RoughFamily are given in Table ��
Let us discuss brie�y the way of getting these results� First of all� one can

notice that the computations were performed only for some of data sets presented
in Table �� This is due to much harder computation requirements connected with
getting exhaustive and satisfactory set of decision rules than in the case of getting
the minimum set of rules�
Although the exhaustive set of rules is computed once for each data set� for

some large data sets this approach could not be used due to time and memory
restrictions� It occurred even for computations performed on quite �strong� SGI
Power Challenge computing server belonging to Poznan Supercomputing and
Networking Center� For instance� for data set election we had to stop the rule
induction and as a result we got a part of all necessary rules �in this case around
������ rules��
For the algorithm inducing satisfactory set of rules� the main interest was put

on getting strong decision rules� So� only one parameter of the algorithm was
used in stopping conditions � relative rule strength threshold� This threshold was
tuned for di�erent data set in order to get a limited number of relatively strong
decision rules having also a classi�cation accuracy comparable to that obtained
by other systems� The technique of looking for interesting values of SC threshold
is described and precisely tested in the study 	��� Let us shortly comment here
that it consists in systematical testing the set of di�erent values of this threshold
and examining its in�uence on the discovered decision rules� For each tested
threshold value the chosen evaluation measures are calculated �number of rules�
average rule strength� average rule length and classi�cation accuracy�� Then�
the results are scanned to �nd a set or sets of rules having required properties�
In our case these sets of rules should consist of limited number of rules having
satisfactory classi�cation accuracy �comparable to the number of classi�cation
rules induced by the algorithm LEM� and their classi�cation accuracy� and
characterized by an average strength higher than in minimum and exhaustive
sets of rules� It was possible to �nd at least one set of rules having satisfactory
properties in the above described sense�
The process of looking for such satisfactory sets of rules can be even more

time consuming than in the case of looking for exhaustive sets of rules� This is
an additional reason that we decided to restrict the number of analysed data
sets� So� the process of tuning the SC value was performed in the largest range
for iris� tic�tac�toe� voting and election data set �this computational study is
described in 	���� Here� it is extended by the smaller examination for three
additional data sets breast cancer� hsv� buses� The results presented in Table
� for the satisfactory set of rules refer to the best chosen threshold value from
these experiments�
As one can notice in Table � classi�cation performance of all the compared

algorithms is quite comparable� In some cases the minimum rule description
leads to the highest accuracy but results obtained for exhaustive set are at the
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Table �� Classi�cation performance of three compared algorithms �classi�cation accu�
racy expressed in ��

Data set Exhaustive Satisfactory Minimum
set of rules set of rules set of rules

Iris ���� ���� �	���
Tic�tac�toe ����	 ����� �����

Voting �	��� ����� �	���
Election � �	�	� �����

Breast Cancer ����� ���	� �����
Buses ����� ����� �����
Hsv�� 	���� 	���� 	���

similar level for the most of analysed data sets�

Table �� Characteristics of decision rules obtained by three compared algorithms �� �
Number of rules�  � Average rule length �� conditions�� � � Average rule strength ��
examples�� SC � minimum relative strength ��� and refers to the best tested threshold
value�

Exhaustive set Satisfactory set Minimum set
Data Set of rules of rules of rules

�  � �  � SC �  �
Iris �� ��� ����  ���� ���� ��� � ���� ����

Tic�tac�toe �	� ���� ��� �� ���� ���	 ��� � ���� �����
Voting �	� ��� ����� 	� ���� ������ ��� � ���� �����

Election ������ � � �� ��� ����� ��� �� ��� ����

Breast Cancer ���� ��	� �� 	� ���� ����� ��� ��� ���� ����
Buses �� ��	� ����� �� ���� ���		 	�� � ���� ����

HSV� �	�� ���� ���	 �� ���� ���� �� 	� ���� ���

Then� the decision rules induced by all three compared algorithms �inducing
minimum� satisfactory and exhaustive sets of rules� have been compared from
viewpoint of the other evaluation criteria� number of rules� average rule strength
and average rule length� These results are presented in Table �� The satisfactory
sets of rules are the same as evaluated in Table �� Comparing the sets of rules
obtained by all three approaches we can notice that�

� The exhaustive sets usually consist of a large number of relatively long de�
cision rules� Most of these rules are very week� �see e�g� Brest Cancer� Tic�
tac�toe� hsv� in Table ���
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� The minimum set contains the smallest number of rules� However� the ob�
tained sets of rules only partially contain the strongest ones� The average
rule strength is better than for exhaustive set of rules but lower than in the
case of satisfactory sets of rules �see� e�g� Table �  Breast Cancer� Iris�
Election� etc��� The same observation refers to average rule length�
� The satisfactory set of rules gives as a result the rules that have the average
strength about twice higher than for other sets of rules� They are also shorter�
Moreover the number of rules is acceptable and much lower than for the case
of exhaustive sets�

The satisfactory sets of rules are� however� dependent on the choice of stop�
ping conditions� Considering possible application problems the threshold values
should be de�ned rather in an interaction with the user�analyst and in accor�
dance with her�his knowledge about the problem and meaning of being �satisfac�
tory�� Moreover� we observed that the satisfactory sets did not cover all learning
examples in the majority of analysed data sets� This is a consequence of their
bias to get rules consistent with given requirements to the rule strength�

� Final remarks

The paper deals with problems of using the rough set theory in induction of
decision rules from data represented in decision tables� If the input data are
inconsistent then these inconsistencies are handled using the rough set approach�
It results in inducing certain and approximate decision rules on the basis of lower
approximations and boundaries of each decision class�
We distinguished three types of sets of decision rules describing approxima�

tions of decision classes� minimum set� exhaustive set� and satisfactory set of
decision rules� First of these sets contains the smallest number of decision rules
necessary to describe�cover all learning examples� The second one contains all
decision rules that can be generated from the given set of examples� while the
third set contains only such decision rules that satisfy requirements de�ned for
the user� The �rst and second sets of rules describe all learning examples while
the satisfactory set of rules may cover only a part of examples relevant to the
user de�ned requirements�
We presented di�erent algorithms� implemented in RoughFamily software�

which induce all three considered sets of decision rules� The �rst of these algo�
rithms is based on the idea of local covering introduced by Grzymala and builds
the minimum set of rules following the heuristic strategy typical for machine
learning systems� This algorithm is the less demanding from the computational
point of view� Exhaustive and satisfactory sets of rules are induced by the Explore
algorithm� This algorithm tries to discover only such decision rules which satisfy
user�s requirements expressed by proper stopping conditions� In this study� we
focused on discovering only strong discriminant decision rules� The scheme of
the algorithm is� however� very general and can be easy customized to take into
account other requirements related to various criteria of rule evaluation� e�g� the
length of discovered rules� the level of discrimination and also requirements on
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the syntax of condition parts of rules� If the Explore algorithm is used without
any stopping conditions it produces the exhaustive set of decision rules�
These algorithms may have di�erent usefulness for classi�cation and discov�

ery perspectives� The minimum set of rules produced by the �rst algorithm is
particularly useful for creating classi�cation systems� The greedy heuristic strat�
egy used inside this algorithm restricts the usefulness of its output for discovering
rules potentially �interesting� for the user� On the other hand� exhaustive and
satisfactory sets of rules seem to be more oriented to other tasks� The exhaus�
tive set of rules can be used when it is necessary to know about the analysed
problem as much as possible� However� inducing of this kind of rules is the most
demanding both from the time complexity and memory point of view� Looking
for satisfactory set of rules seems to be particularly well suited for user driven
interactive knowledge discovery tasks�
The results of the computational experiments show that classi�cation per�

formance of all three rough set based approached to rule induction is quite
comparable� In some cases the minimum set of rules leads to the highest ac�
curacy but results obtained for exhaustive set are quite similar for the most of
analysed data sets� Moreover� the rough set based algorithms give results similar
to that of well known machine learning algorithms� Comparing the sets of rules
obtained by each of three approaches from viewpoint of other criteria� number
of rules� average rule strength and average rule length one can notice that the
satisfactory set of rules can lead to discovering a limited number of the strongest
and the most general decision rules� It depends� however� on choosing the proper
threshold values for the stopping condition of the Explore algorithm�
This paper does not cover all aspects of integrating the rough set theory and

rule induction� There are still many other topics which have not been mentioned
in this paper but are very important and need more research� In our opinion� it
refers� e�g� to the following problems�

� including continuous attributes to the learning process�
� handling incomplete input decision tables �i�e� containing objects with miss�
ing values of some attributes��

� integrating the rough set learning algorithms with the strategies of construc�
tive induction�

� comparing the rough set approaches to other similar methods�

Preliminary results have been already obtained in the above topics� For in�
stance� several techniques of discretizing continuous attributes prior to inducing
decision rules were introduced by Grzymala�Busse and other authors �see� e�g��
	��� There are already known other di�erent approaches to handle continuous
attributes directly in the decision rule learning phase� probabilistic rough classi�
�er 	��� ��� LEM� with interval extension 	��� Skowron and Nguyen�s approach
	��� Moreover� currently at least few authors are introducing other approaches
to create rough approximations which are based on similarity relation instead
of strict indiscernibility of objects �see� e�g� 	��� ���� In these proposals contin�
uous attributes may be directly handled in the rough set operations and rule
induction techniques without any prior discretizations�
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There are also some approaches to handle the incomplete information sys�
tems developed within the context of rough sets� For instance in the paper 	��
the approach of substituting missing values by a subset of possible values is in�
troduced� Also� in 	�� yet other approaches are presented� where a distribution
of possible values or fuzzy membership measures are taken into account� More�
over� quite new and comprehensive approach has been recently introduced by
Kryszkiewicz 	���
Integration of rough sets� rule induction and constructive induction tech�

niques could be useful for cases of �di�cult� data sets �i�e� the constructive
induction point of view 	
 could lead to changing the de�nitions of original
attributes into new ones that improve the �nally discovered decision rules 	����
Although there are some theoretical and computational comparative studies

of rough set theory with other methodologies �see e�g� 	��� ��� ��� it is necessary
to investigate further this subject�
In spite of these achievements� we think that research in the mentioned prob�

lems still require further attention�
Last but not least� it is still necessary to work on e�cient software develop�

ment for rough set based data analysis� particularly for large data sets�
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